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[image: Join us in welcoming the talented @willbuiejr to the @dulcedo Family! 🌟 From his adventurous roles in @disney’s ‘Bunk’d’ to thrilling performances in ‘In the Tall Grass’ and ‘A Friend of the Family,’ Will captivates audiences with his versatility. Beyond the screen, he’s a connoisseur of luxury and sports cars, sharing his passion through captivating car reviews. Here’s to exciting journeys ahead with Will! 🚗💨 #TalentAgency #NowRepresenting]
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[image: @kri.nguy discusses the rise of ‘Sephora Kids’—tweens splurging on skincare at @sephora with the @globeandmail Check out the article for more insights (link in bio)]
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[image: Our influencer-talent, Lauryn Nicole, was recently featured in a Forbes article discussing her opinions as an industry expert regarding content creation and social media amidst the growing concerns about a potential TikTok ban. As a creator, her viewpoint resonates with many, suggesting that such action undermines the hard work of individuals on the platform and disregards the communities they’ve established. What are your thoughts on the possibility of TikTok being banned? 🤔💭]
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[image: @dhivya.sri embracing the latest fresh girl makeup trend, blending elements of clean beauty with a touch of soft glam ✨ Partnering up with Anastasia Beverly Hills to create this stunning look! 💄 What's your take on her final masterpiece? Drop your thoughts below! 💬]
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[image: Sarah Nurse teamed up with longstanding partner @timhortons to create a lifelong memory for Timbits players, surprising them at their practice!   📹@mxtpagency]
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[image: SARAH MITTON — A WORLD CHAMPION 🏆🌎  Our very own @mitt_sarah shattered many glass ceilings and it’s her time to dominate! She smashed the Canadian indoor shot put record not once, but twice on her path to claiming her inaugural world title at the World Athletics Indoor Championships held in Glasgow, Scotland. Her quest for gold was punctuated by a string of groundbreaking throws, climaxing with a national indoor record of 20.22 METERS!  As the world eagerly awaits her next monumental throw, one thing remains certain: Sarah Mitton’s journey is far from over, and the best is yet to come — #Paris2024  Credits: CBC | CTV News]
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[image: From the rink to the skillet, @tylermcgregor8 and the Egg Farmers of Ontario (@eggfarmersont) teamed up to host the Ultimate Skillet Skate last Saturday, inspiring young athletes and farm families alike 🏒🍳]
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[image: ENOUGH PURPLE, ENOUGH BLACK 🖤💜  Get ready to be wowed by @taylorheise9’s totally rad custom  @ccmhockey skates! They’re like her own personalized magic shoes for the PWHL season. As the top pick, she’s rocking these bespoke kicks to show off her skills and have a blast tearing up the ice as the ultimate rising star!]
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[image: Savoring every bite of the Sweet Chili Chicken Loaded Bowl at @timhortons! 🌶️ Fueling up post-practice with this flavorful dish alongside Sea Salt Wedges and a Blackberry Yuzu Sparkling Quencher — Join @mollycarlson1 in this culinary adventure and experience the sweet chili goodness yourself!]
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[image: ROBMOB MERCH DROP ALERT! 🚀 Don't miss out on this limited edition release — Grab yours before they're gone!]
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[image: At the forefront of our International Women’s Day feature is @steffyevans. She recently had a very successful meet and greet at Lootfest, participating in panels with important women in the gaming and streaming industries of today — a place she didn’t recognize as part of previously.  Steffy is known in her videos for letting “toxic” individuals have it through skill and determination. This only proves that gender is of no relevance in the industry, despite the assumed idea of it being dominated by men. Women like her can aim, score, lead, and win!]
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[image: @tsarbucksfc's journey representing Canada has been nothing short of amazing. Meeting wonderful people from different countries has been a highlight — The excitement peaks as they announce their qualification for the World Cup in Oman this November!  What began as a distant dream has become a tangible reality, marking just the beginning for Socca Canada. Grateful for the support from sponsors, One Soccer, and fans, Tsar looks forward to showcasing their best in Oman. See you there!]
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[image: Burnout is real, despite how much you love what you’re doing. It’s important that as creators, we recognize this. Only in this way can we truly prevent it and enjoy the journey! Swipe through to read practical tips on minimizing the possibility and visit our blog to learn more — Link in bio.]
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[image: Can we please get one Cheelee Boba? @jennybellycos is Naicha of @cuisineerthegame at Katsucon! We'll have two with 100% sugar level — - Art by mina_pone via X]
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What began as a model agency has expanded far beyond influencer, sports, gaming and entertainment marketing. It has opened up a universe of new markets in both the  sponsorship, advertising  and marketing  industries.
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Today, we represent and manage the national and international careers of over 600 fashion models, Olympic and professional athletes, entertainment celebrities, top-tier web influencers and esports stars. 


To complete our 360° service offering, Dulcedo Digital Agency was launched as the activation arm of the Dulcedo Management Group, allowing both talent and brands to explore new opportunities and the unique benefits of working with' a one-stop talent and digital activation agency. 
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Stay up to date with Dulcedo’s latest and greatest through industry news, company exclusives, and more.
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Download our Influencer Guide to see 
 what our 360° team-based 
 management services can do for you.
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